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Abstract:
Although clocks facilitate good time-management,
they have been used in ways that are detrimental to
wellbeing. For example, alarm clocks are used to force
a person to wake before they have had sufficient sleep
and the ambient presence of clocks encourages a constant and sometimes unnecessary need for punctuality.
In this paper, we discuss two alarm clocks that are
designed to respect wellbeing, improving the ethics of
user-object and designer-object relationships. ‘7½’
runs for exactly seven-and-a-half hours, regardless of
when it was started, allowing a healthy amount of
sleep. ‘Weekend Alarm’ hides its clock face over the
weekend, when keeping to time may be less important.
The clock designs were purposeful but did not always
fit with conventional expectations on functionality. We
discuss the process of designing these artefacts for the
morality of sleep and rest, and how we came to propose the addition of some unconventional functions to
their conventional designs. To inform our reflection on
our design approach, we evaluated the devices with
two types of participants: two temporary owners, who
experienced discomfort but were able to cope with 7½
during the three-week trial, and six design experts
who provided critical reviews of both designs.

Keywords: Postphenomenology,
Morality; Material Speculation;
Counterfunctionality; Clocks; Time.
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Introduction

Designing from
a Moral Position

Frictions and Shifts in RTD

In the modern Western world, clock-time plays a significant role
in our lives (Boorstin, 1983). It is the measure by which people set
their deadlines and determine when they wake up, and it prompts
them to question whether they have made good use of their time.
Although clock-time is a mechanical structure (Boorstin, 1983),
it is arguably effective at working against our nature (Huffington,
2010). Many of us share experiences of working late, sleeping little, and working at the weekends. It seems common to spend our
time trying to be as productive as possible and compromising rest.
As the Western world is moving towards a 24/7 economy, the pressure to become productive non-stop increases, pushing people into
an unhealthy work-life balance (Thackara, 2006). Digital technologies are often heavily implicated in these matters. Smartphones
and intelligent systems come with applications that promote productivity and the blurring of boundaries between work and home.

From the outset of the process
of designing our clocks, we took
an explicit position that focused
on the purpose of an artefact and
the role that it takes in people’s
everyday lives. We asked ourselves: What does it mean to
design from an explicit moral
position, and how might this
moral position be communicated
through the design of objects?
Fundamentally, this came down
to keeping a particular sentence
in mind when taking any design
decision throughout the process:

William and Edge note that artefacts ‘shape the social’ (William
and Edge, 1996), and debates around the ways that objects and technologies shape certain behaviours have occurred for a long time in design
research. However, there has been a growing recognition that the agency of artefacts - and their positive and negative consequence for human
action - often come as a result of decisions made and the motivations
of designers. Verbeek has argued that this ‘implies that engineers [and
designers] are doing ‘ethics by other means’’ (Verbeek, 2006b). Often
designed to increase our standard of living, everyday products
influence, nudge, or even force us into specific behaviors without us realising. They come, in other words, with moral intentions. Verbeek observes a myriad of ways that products and
technologies prescribe and influence human action, and how
they can come with the moral baggage of their designers. Recalling
Dutch philosopher Hans Achterhuis, Verbeek calls for the development of design practices where technologies are moralised explicitly. In doing so, it is argued, there might be greater public
discourse possible on the influences tecnologies may have on
moral habits, and to better understand the wider societal effects
of ‘materialising morality’ (Verbeek, 2006b).

“Clocks should
facilitate sleep
and rest.”

This sentence expressed, in the
simplest way possible, what we
believed the clocks should do;
the alarm clock should facilitate
enough sleep, rather than wake
us too soon, and the longcase
clock should motivate to let go of
clock-time during the weekend.
Getting enough sleep makes us
more creative, productive and
clearer of mind (Huffington,
2010). We believe that taking a
break from bussiness and punctuality during the weekend has
similar effects. In other words,
this was the moral stance that
drove our design enquiry.

In this paper, we bring these critical reflections into to the design of
clocks. We reflect on a research through design (RtD) process that
sets out to design two types of clock: an alarm clock and a longcase
clock (also known as the Grandfather Clock). Our research process was guided by an interest in exploring the moral intentions
that often get inscribed into objects - and especially objects that
speak to clock-time - by designers. Specifically, the first three authors set out to redesign the core functionalities of these clocks
in order to challenge the taken-for-granted notions of time, productivity and rest that often come with these common objects.
In the following, we begin with a discussion of our motivations and
aims in redesigning the two types of clock. We then describe and
collectively analyse the process of designing and prototyping our
new alarm clock - ‘7½’ (Figure 3) - and longcase clock - ‘Weekend
Alarm’ (Figure 2), and report on a subsequent field study and expert
review. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of our findings through
a critique of the norms of timekeeping, and explore the implications
our research has for designing technologies as a matter of ethical
relations.
#rtd2019 #researchthroughdesign #delft #rotterdam

Figure 2. Weekend Alarm
during a Weekday (top) and
Weekend Alarm during the
Weekend (bottom).
Photo: Anne Spaa
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Through taking the above moral
stance, we were redesigning the
fundamental premise of what
an alarm clock is and does. In
exploring alternative designs of
conventional clocks, we saw an
opportunity to see them as material speculations. Material speculation is a ‘conceptual framing’
from which we can ‘read and
create design artefacts for critical
inquiry’ (Wakkary et al., 2015).
It stems from possible worlds
theory by Kripke and Lewis,
which thinks in counterfacts to
reflect on reality and its possible
alternatives. Famous examples
of a counterfact are Fatherland

Figure 3. Alarm Clock
‘7½’turned off.
Photo: Anne Spaa

(Menaul 1994) and The Man in the
High Castle (Spotniz, 2015) which
show what could have been reality
had Germany won the Second
World War. Material speculation
applies this intellectual reasoning to the pragmatic design of
artefacts, so called counterfactual
artefacts (Wakkary et al., 2015).
These artefacts do not ‘fit the
logics of things’ (Wakkary et al.,
2015). Although ‘fully functioning
products or systems’ they ‘intentionally contradict what would
normally be considered [a] logical
[..] design’ (Wakkary et al., 2018).
Counterfactual artefacts play with
the expectations that people may
have from specific artefacts. For
example, ceramic bowls start to
move and make sounds (Wakkary
et al., 2017 and 2018); or tables
slowly manouver around people’s
rooms (Wakkary et al., 2015).
Wakkary et al., drawing on
Pierce and Paulos (2014), also
note that material speculation can be explored through
design via counterfunctionality, as well as factuality.
Introduced by Pierce and Paulos, ‘a counterfunctional thing
[…] counters some of its own
“essential functionality” while
nonetheless retaining familiarity as “essentially that thing”’
(Pierce and Paulos, 2014).
Counterfunctionality includes two
major design tactics: It uses the
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tactic of “removing, inhibiting or
otherwise countering familiar features” and (partially) changing an
existing technology (Pierce and
Paulos, 2014). For example, where
a digital camera normally lets you
take an almost unlimited number
of pictures, the camera ‘Obscura 1C’ (Pierce and Paulos, 2015)
limits this number drastically.
By redesigning specific features
of the conventional design of an
object, counterfunctional things
go against the logic of common
and everday artefacts (Wakkary
et al., 2015). Through that, it is
argued, they trigger reflection on
the conventional artefacts, both
by the design teams that create
them and the people that may live
with, use, and experience them.
Our design work was heavily
inspired by these ideas of counterfunctionality. We speculated
that thinking through our clock
designs in counterfunctional
terms would enable us to more
strongly express through them
our explicit moral stance; a moral
stance that was, in itself, counter
to the dominant cultural narrative of clocks and clock-time.
In the next section, we reflect on how these ideas influenced the creation of 7½
and Weekend Alarm.

The Clocks

In the following sections, we
describe, in turn, our two clocks
- 7½ and Weekend Alarm.
Frictions and Shifts in RTD

7½

7½ is designed to ‘care’ about
the amount of sleep one needs.
Whereas a conventional alarm
clock allows you to set specific
times with no concern for the
number of hours you sleep, this
alarm remains silent for sevenand-a-half hours after being set.
Rather than waking you up at a
set clock-time, 7½ determines
the time for its alarm based on
when you activate it (Figure 7). If
you want to wake up at 7.30am,
you have to set it at midnight. In
making the moment of setting
the alarm significant, there is a
design intent to trigger reflection

Process

The moral stance influencing
the design of 7½ was to create
a clock that motivates people
to get ‘enough’ sleep. Given our
intention to design objects that
expressed our moral stance,
the early stages of the design
process was focused on examining the key functionalities of
existing alarm clocks. Pierce
and Paulos provide a supportive
schematised design process to
counterfunctionality that allow
the designer to find ‘the ultimate
form’ (Pierce and Paulos, 2014)
of a to-be-designed counterfunctional object. They note that:
‘Normally one can __
[a “positive function”].
Now one can not __
[a “countered positive function”].
But now one might (not) __
[a new (counter)function].’
This scheme was kept in mind
to critically scrutinise the alarm
clock’s defining functionalities.
For example, normally, with an
alarm clock one can set an alarm
to go off at any time. It is also
typically possible to set this at any
time. Therefore, in our redesign
we wanted to remove this key
functionality, and prescribe the
amount of time that an alarm
would be set for. However, in adding in this counterfunctionality
we expected, in the spirit of Pierce
and Paulos, that one might sleep
for longer (or shorter) durations.

Figure 4. Pie Chart Time Display. Photo: Anne Spaa.
In order to visually represent
the clock’s fixed 7.5-hour
run-time, which is independent
of the time at which it is set;
the design process moved away
from using the clock hands of
the initial version (second),
through the iterations shown at
the top and middle, and concluded with the pie chart-like display
at the bottom, which represents
the 7.5 hours in black as
a segment of a 12-hour circle
(bottom).

“serve[d] to support and amplify
the newly intended counterfunction” (Pierce and Paulos,
2014). The iterations in Figure
4 show how we iterated the
‘clock’ to a form that intended
to express a period of 7.5 hours
within a 12-hour clock-face.
Upon setting the alarm, the new
‘clock-face’ moves to the start
of this 7.5 hour period, where it
remains until the alarm is reset.

by its owner on the period of sleep
rather than the time of waking.

Our design work around ‘7½’
emphasised the moment of
setting the alarm as being key to
promoting reflection on moral
habits around time and rest. As
well as providing no choice but
to set the alarm clock for those
hours, the clock would start timing this period from the moment
it is set. We did this purposely
in order to bring attention to the
moment of setting the alarm,
and to remove further function-

#rtd2019 #researchthroughdesign #delft #rotterdam

Figure 5. On-Off Swivel.
Photo: Anne Spaa. 7½ can be
set to the ‘on’ or ‘off’ state
using a swivel switch. The rigid
aluminium swivel with a switch
mechanism requires a bit of
force to rotate. This as, although 7½ only has one control,
the interaction with it should
feel significant; it starts the
important period of sleep.
When turned ‘on’, the swivel
points at the solid circle.

To emphasise that only one button is required to set an alarm
that allows you to get enough
sleep, the surfaces are kept as
clean as possible (Figure 6). One
dial to set the alarm has been kept
and been brought to the front
panel of the artefact, giving it a
prominent position in the visual
appearance of the artefacts (Figure 5). 7½ became an alarm clock
with a clear purpose which had
resulted in its singular function.

Weekend Alarm
alities where users might be able
to set their alarms at any time of
the day (Figure 6). Our removal
of functionalities also involved
removing another common
feature from alarm clocks the snooze button. If one
has had enough sleep, there
should be no need to snooze.

Weekend Alarm is a longcase
clock that hides its clock face

In addition, we decided to
counter the design of a particular feature of a conventional
alarm clock - the clock face.
We added a new feature
along with removing an existing one, which, as Pierce
and Paulos found, can

Figure 6. Empty Surfaces.
Photo: Anne Spaa. To emphasise
the singular function, redundant
features have been removed. It
has no control panel on the top
or at the back of the object.
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Figure 7. Illustration of Interaction with 7½. Photo: Anne Spaa.
When activating the alarm at 11pm, the dial covers the circle
from where (on a conventional clock face) 11pm to 6.30am is indicated. After 7.5 hours the alarm will sound. The dial stays in
that position after activating the alarm until the alarm is reset. To indicate that the timer is running, a green light turns
on when the swivel is pointing towards the solid circle.
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Frictions and Shifts in RTD

during the weekend. During the
week, it acts like a typical longcase clock - it has a swinging
pendulum and a face that tells
the time like any normal clock
would. At the beginning of the
weekend, it moves its pendulum upwards to cover the clock
face, and signals the weekend
with one chime (Figure 11).
Looking at the clock face during
the weekend will only provide a
reflection of your face. The Weekend Alarm is intended to confront
you with the fact that there is no
need for punctuality during the
weekend. In order to know the
exact clock time, you would have
to find another clock; however, the purpose of the Weekend
Alarm is to convince you that
it is not necessary to know the
exact time during the weekend.

Process

In contrast to the design process
of 7½, the conventional arte-

With the pendulum, a characteristic element of the longcase
clock, we wanted to counter the
seeming importance of clocktime. Playing a double role in
our design, the pendulum took
on the role of obscuring the
core functionalities of the clock.
Upon the arrival of the weekend,
the pendulum of the Weekend
Alarm continues its swing all the
way up, eventually covering the
entire clock-face (Figure 11).

fact to re-design as a Weekend
Alarm had not been clear from
the start of the design process.
After several explorations into
new forms of clock-time for the
weekend, we understood that the
design could be much simpler;
the clock face of any clock can
be hidden during the weekend
to show that clock-time is not
important during the weekend.
This insight became the counterfunctionality of Weekend Alarm.
Looking into historical examples
of clocks in people’s homes, we
choose the conventional longcase
clock. We were intrigued by the
mass, size and presence of this
object in people’s homes, and the
importance it seems to give to
clock-time: Such a large object,
often situated in the living room,
takes up large amounts of space.
If it is there to show only the
clock-time, then clock-time must
be something we need to listen to.

To emphasise the lack of a clockface during the weekend and
increase a person’s confrontation
with the artefact, we decided to
show a person’s reflection when
accidentally trying to read the
clock-time of Weekend Alarm.
Therefore, rather than keeping
the conventional matt finish,
we polished the brass pendulum until it showed a mirror-like reflection (Figure 9).
A second common element of the
longcase clock is the sounding
of an hourly chime. In our experience, this is an indicator of a
passing time. Being a key quality
of the presence these objects have
in people’s homes, we wished to
repurpose the notion of the chime
in the longcase clock, and avert
attention away from the passing
of time over the weekend. Therefore, instead of chiming every

Figure 8. Selection of Explorations of the Speaker Grid.
Photo: Anne Spaa. As the speaker grid primarily is part of the visual appearance of Weekend Alarm, the exploration focused on a clear but subtle design. Just
enough to clearly be a speake grid, not too intense to take away attention from the
pendulum. To compliment the pendulum, the speaker grid has brass finishes.

Figure 11. Illustration of Behaviour: Weekend Alarm. Photo: Anne Spaa.
A conventional longcase clock makes a sound every hour (or half-hour), often without any visual
cue. This clock remains silent most of the week, only signaling the start and end of the weekend.
A speaker grid is introduced to the visual design of Weekend Alarm.
During the weekend, when the pendulum has moved upwards, the speakergrid gets revealed completely. Ironically, when the
speakergrid is fully visible, it will not make a sound.

hour, the Weekend Alarm sounds
a chime at the start and end of the
weekend to indicate the switch
from the days organised according to clock-time (weekdays) to
those that are not (weekend days).
A third decision, to emphasise
the silence of the clock during
the weekend, we introduced a
speaker grid to the design (Figure 8); expecting a sound to
come from the speaker grid that
reveals itself as the pendulum
moves upwards, the user might
be surprised when it does not
make a sound (Figure 11).

1

2

3

4
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Figure 9. Reflection in the Mirror-like Pendulum.
Photo: TU Eindhoven.

Figure 10. Explorations of
the Clock Hands. Photo:
Anne Spaa. The final design
narrows down towards the end
of the hands to express both
strength and subtlety.

#rtd2019 #researchthroughdesign #delft #rotterdam
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chimes but it does not. These
design decisions were deliberately ironic to trigger reflection.
In the next section, we go into
the responses from the temporary owners and design
experts and analyse the reflections from both the temporary
owners as the design experts
on 7½ and Weekend Alarm.

By designing our moral stance
into the longcase clock, our design decisions prioritised the purpose of the artefact over its functionality. During the weekend,
Weekend Alarm could be a clock
but it is not. It could be sounding
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Field Study and Expert
Review Approaches
Frictions and Shifts in RTD

We conducted two studies of our
clocks. First, 7½ was placed in
the homes of two participants
- who we refer to as the ‘temporary owners’ - to be used and
lived with for a period of three
weeks. Second, we conducted
an online design critique survey in which six design experts
reviewed the designs of 7½ and
Weekend Alarm. In the following,
we describe the set up of each
of these studies and our process
of analysis and comparison.

To further review how the moral
stances designed into 7½ and
Weekend Alarm are received
and understood, we conducted
an online design critique survey
with six design experts (referred
to E1 to E6 in the analysis). We
recruited design experts from
across the spectrum of design
professions, ranging from independent speculative design
artists, to industrial designers
at a global design agency and
academic design researchers.

Temporary Owners
Living with 7½

We contacted experts via email,
explained why we approached
them specifically and invited
them to fill out the survey on a
custom-made website, indicating that the survey should take
about 30 minutes to complete.

In order to understand how 7½
might support people to become
more aware of (and respond to)
the moral stance of the artefact,
we deployed this alarm clock with
two male participants for three
weeks each (referred to as O1 and
O2 in the analysis). During the
deployments, the participants
were asked to live with the artefact and use it in any way suitable
for their routines (Figure 13a,b).
After each of the three-week
deployments, we interviewed the
participants individually to gain
insights in their understanding of
the artefact and the practices they
developed during their time with
it. We asked the participants to
share anecdotes of experiences,
allowing them to tell their personal story of living with 7½. Through
their relfections on the use, we
also explored with them: (i) the
importance they give to sleep, (ii)
their use of time, and (iii) what
their potential struggles were in
relation to sleep, if any at all.
Figure 12. The Layout of the Online Expert Design Review Page. Photo: Anne Spaa.

#rtd2019 #researchthroughdesign #delft #rotterdam

Design Experts reviewing
7½ and Weekend Alarm

The website presented pictures
and videos of both objects. The
images showed the objects
without their context, shot on
a black and grey background.
This was done to draw attention to the physical appearance
of the two objects, and to place
emphasis on critiquing those in
relation to our moral intents.
The videos depicted the artefacts
in different scenes. The video on
Weekend Alarm demonstrated
the clock’s behaviour without
a scenario of its use, role and
or purpose. Two videos on 7½
show the interviews conducted
with the temporary owners in
which they speak about their
lived-with experiences of 7½,
giving hints and descriptions
of the functionality, role and or
purpose of the clock (https://
vimeo.com/album/5685193).
To explain the project goals and
reasons for the survey to the
design experts, we included a
textual introduction to the project. We also briefly described
the intentions of the objects, as
we did earlier on in this paper.
We asked the reviewers four
questions, followed by the option
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to submit a free format review.
We asked them whether they:
(i) recognise the moral stance
that the artefacts aimed to express in the design of the artefacts; (ii) consider this critique
valuable from a societal and /
or design perspective; (iii) see
the objects and communication
visuals as a constructive contribution to the critique, and; (iv)
if they believe the visuals used
to communicate the designs
were valuable (Figure 12).
We collected the written response
from all the design experts
and analysed these in comparison to the reflections on use
from the temporary owners.

Data analysis

All of the audio from interviews
was transcribed. The data across
the two studies - transcribed
interviews and survey responses - were used as the basis for
thematic analysis in which we
looked into the similarities and
differences in the responses from
the design experts and temporary
owners. This analysis process was
inductive in nature. However, we
were specially attending to the
ways in which the participant
groups responded to the moral intentions of the artefacts as
products, more than critical artefacts. Our analysis led to the generation of three key themes, described in the following section.

a.

b.

Figure 13a. Temporary Owner 1 in His Work/Bedroom with 7½. Photo:
Anne Spaa. As the participant had his office space in his bedroom,
7½ became a visual cue; he worked at his desk while 7½ was visible
on his bedside table. He had interest in partaking in this study
as he was, as a side project, developing his own alarm clock.
Figure 13b. 7½ in the Bed of Temporary Owner 2.
Photo: Temporary Owner 2. He kept 7½ in his bed but regularly did not sleep at home. He was asked to partake in this study
as it was known that he slept very few hours each night.
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Presenting the critiques through
objects with a high degree of
simplicity - and aiming to do so
without enforcing their moral
intentions in order to prevent the
objects from being harmful does also lead to ambiguity
on the role of the objects.
E4 notes that“it’s possible that they
may be confused with simple product
design and the full critique might not
be appreciated”. On the contrary,
our intention was to design the
clocks primarily as products to
exist in our daily lives. This reveals a subtlety on which designing from a moral stance seems
to balance: when is an artefact a
critique and when a product?

Challenging
(Dys)functionalities

Analyses of Reflections
on Use and Design
Expert Reviews

Overall, our two studies led to
highly diverse responses to our
two artefacts. One of our temporary owners (O1) was highly
engaged, actively using 7½ for
much of the three week study and
developing intricate uses and
workarounds to use it when facing large work deadlines. O2 was
much less enthused and more
disengaged from 7½. He found
it posed too much of a challenge
to him to adhere to certain sleep
practices at, what was for him, a
very busy time of the year. Similarly diverse were the responses from the design experts.
In the following, we discuss these
pluralistic responses to the clocks
in relation to the three themes
arising from our data analysis: (i)
passivity and criticality; (ii) problematising universalisms, and (iii)
challeging (dys)functionalities.

Passivity and Criticality

In reducing the core functionalities of clocks – and indeed repurposing them – the objects set out
to challenge taken-for-granted
assumptions around the role
of clock-time in people’s lives.

Our analysis highlighted that
the clocks were seen to have
value as a result of their criticality, but this was performed in
a relatively passive manner. In
the case of 7½, the highly limited functionalities of the alarm
clock meant that its intentions
were very clear to participants.
This was especially so for the two
temporary owners of the device,
who discussed at length the
clarity of its intentions through
the simplicity of its design and
how they appropriated these and
were able to work around it in
simple ways. O1 was the most
enthusiastic of the two temporary
owners, and eagerly used 7½: “I
started setting the alarm when I was
going to bed” (O1). However, over
the course of the three weeks
he lived with 7½ he started to
come across large deadlines. “And
then a couple of deadlines kicked in
and I realised that I probably have
to sleep less to catch up with my
work.” (O1). He started to develop
workarounds for this however:
“So, I started setting the alarm at like
11[pm] and still be working at 2 or
3 in the morning. [..] But then I just
wasn’t as focused anymore. Because
of it was in the back of my mind now. I
had to set the alarm, that yeah right,

#rtd2019 #researchthroughdesign #delft #rotterdam

Figure 14. 7½ on the Bedside
Table. Photo: Anne Spaa.

I should to go to sleep. I feel without
setting the alarm at that point I
might just have kept on working and
that thought [of] ‘I should sleep’ would
have never crossed my mind.” (O1)
Reflections are shared by E2,
who describes that the artefacts
“lead to some re-thinking of everyday
patterns and habits”, while “ask[ing]
questions and challenge without
being intrusive or offensive” (E2).
Despite the relatively simple functions of 7½, it prompted ongoing
reflection and emergent practice
around sleep and bedtime for O1.
O2 differed quite significantly in
his approach to embedding 7½
into his routines, inasmuch as he
set out to avoid its use as much
as possible. While being eager
before the start of the study, he
quickly resisted it, prioritising
deadlines over sleep, and thus not
setting the alarm for most of the
study period. He noted that “the
form and function only mean one
thing” (O2), yet found the moral
impulse projected by the technology as irreconcilable with his
need to deliver his work. “The 7½,
I don’t think it can change my perspective on reaching deadlines.” (O2).
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Our first theme highlighted the
value seen in the general simplicity of the devices and how, through
these, they posed their critiques
of clock-time. At the same time,
their very basic functionalities –
or indeed their dysfunctionalities
– were a point of contention for
many of the expert designers on
whether the clocks were products
or critiques. E5 noted that our
redesigns of both clocks seem
to come from “intellectual” and
“design perspectives rather than from
a user perspective”. Which - the
design being driven by the values and concerns of the designers - he saw as problematic.
The simplicity of the Weekend
Alarm was in particular a concern
for several experts. E1 reflected
on the “suggestion that clock-time
[should] be turned off”. The Weekend Alarm “might not be entirely
possible in practice”. For example,
they questioned “how [he] would
know when to meet [his] friends or
what time the movie starts?”. Similar
issues around the masking of the
core functionality of the Weekend
Alarm were noted by E6. He noted
that as the clocks “go dormant”
(E6) during those days, “there is
an opportunity [...] to explore what
it could potentially become during
this ‘free time’ of the weekend”.
Its inactivity appears to move

Weekend Alarm away from being
considered a good product.

Problematising
Universalisms

Comparing the responses from
the different participants, it
became clear that designing
products from a moral stance
introduced another challenge:
While attempting to offer counterfactualities to normative notions
of productivity and needing to
be busy all the time, the clocks in
themselves came with baggage of
homogenising the experience of
time. Putting it simply, through
Weekend Alarm the designer
makes a claim that weekend
should always be a time of rest,
not acknowledging for a great
many people the weekend is a
necessary time for work still. 7½
makes a judgement that people
should always have a set amount
of sleep. Several of the design
experts critiqued this element of
the clocks: “I would argue that this
may be the way time is expressed to
some people in some situations, but
it should not be considered a universalised condition.” (E3) She goes on
to note that she does not have a
“problem with the products but with
how [we] frame them”. At the same
time, contrasting with this, E4
noted that the designs themselves
were a critical commentary on
homogeneity, and indeed, how
universalisms around time are
embedded in the new types of
technologies that are being confronted by the clocks: “networked
technologies tend to impose homogenous behaviour and they treat all
people the same” (E4). As such, the
clocks were an antidote to this,
albeit perhaps replacing one set
of universalisms with another.

In a similar vein, E5 questioned
the influence the clocks might
have over changing people’s
behaviours, and indeed the ethics
of setting out such a clear moral
stance in the design work. E5
asked if the designers had considered “the behaviours [we] prescribed
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with the design” and whether we
anticipated guilt as one of the
experiences of the temporary
owners when not using 7½ to its
“fullest extent” (O2). Once more
this poses a question as to the
ethics of the moral stance of
encouraging people to have ‘good
sleep’, and whether in a context of
a busy life, with various stressors
and influences on this, it is fair
for designers to inscribe such
intentions in artefacts. Indeed,
the interviews with the temporary owners of 7½ suggested that
they did feel some sadness, and
even some guilt, about not engaging with the devices as much
as they could. As O1 noted, he
“was always debating. [...] I should
go to sleep and sleep those 7 ½ hours
just because it is the way this thing
is built”. At the same time, it was
clear that rather than being made
to feel guilty and constrained by
the devices, the participants were
happy to challenge the universal
‘good’ being propagated by the
clocks. For instance, O2 found
disagreement with the fundamental claim made by the 7½: “normally someone needs 6 to 10 hours
of sleep”. He went on to make his
case that he would regularly work
well on 4 or 5 hours sleep, and
that the intents of the clock would
not change his views on this.

Discussion

Frictions and Shifts in RTD

Through this project we investigated how designing from a
predefined moral stance can inform and guide practice. The RtD
work was informed by an existing counterfunctional approach
(Pierce and Paulos, 2014), which
focuses attention on the reduction, repurposing and countering of the core functionalities of
existing artefacts. In designing
our clocks along these lines, we
expected to have two types of
impact. First, through making key
design decisions around functionality we could express our moral
stance in the objects designed.
Second, we anticipated that
the designs’ affordances would
constrain their use in a way that
was desired by the designers,
triggering reflections by users
on issues around time as they
experience these constraints.
In this discussion, we reflect
on the insights gained on our
approach to communicating a
moral position on sleep and rest
through the design of clocks and
highlight whether it might be of
value for the ethical relationships
between designer, user and mundane products for everyday use.
At the outset of the project, we
expected that designing from a
predefined moral stance would
make the design process more
complex, and that it would
make decision-making more
difficult by introducing another layer to the design work.
Instead, our experience was
that making explicit statements
about the moral stance of the
design work from the outset of the
project made decision-making
simpler. In our case, having one
particular sentence that communicated our moral stance offered a
clear vision of what we wanted to
design for and the decisions that
had to be made in order to get the
design there. Rather than designing from what people might
expect from the product, our moral stance drove this work along;
albeit, as noted by one of the par-

ticipants, to the expense of being
responsive to user driven needs.
Our decision-making process
was also made simpler due to the
explicit focus on the reduction
of functionality, rather than the
addition of new functionalities.
In some cases, it was clear that it
is this reduction of functionality
that brought into focus the moral
stance of the artefacts and the
underlying intent of the designers. This was especially clear in
the case of the temporary owners
who, while not always agreeing to
the moralities being prescribed
by the alarm clock, were able to
sensemake and take meaning
from it. At the same time, the
reductions in functionality were
also problematic. There is an
expectation that artefacts when
seen as products – especially
those comprising interactive
elements - have multiple purposes, functionalities and opportunities for interaction. We
were challenged - especially by
some of the design experts – to
bring greater complexity to the
devices, and bring into focus
multiple moralities at once.

“What was made
with good intentions may result
in what is considered‘bad’design.”
Returning to where we started this paper, with the work of
Verbeek, then it is worth reflecting on what it might mean
to design with an explicit moral stance. Verbeek notes:
“human dignity is not necessarily
attacked when limitations of freedom
occur. [..] Human behavior is determined in many ways, and human
freedom is limited in many ways. [..]

#rtd2019 #researchthroughdesign #delft #rotterdam

Designers, for instance, might have
to deal with trade-offs: in some cases,
designing a product with specific
desirable mediating characteristics
might have negative consequences
for the usefulness or attractiveness
of the product.” (Verbeek, 2006b)
In our first field study of 7½ with
two temporary owners, these limitations of freedom challenged the
user to find their way around it
so that they could behave according to their own moral beliefs. It
showed that, although 7½ is very
prescriptive and clearly shows
its perspective on sleep, the two
participants used the alarm
clock without changing their own
perspectives on, for example,
reaching deadlines. The consequent question is: Can 7½ still be
considered an effective product?
With the Weekend Alarm, design
experts stated, potential had
been missed as the clock remained silent during the weekend and that the blocking of the
clock-face was impractical.
There appears to be an intention-outcome tension that distinguishes between an ‘objectively’
successful or unsuccessful design
outcomes and with the intentions of the designer; what was
made with good intentions may
result in what is considered ‘bad’
design. ‘Bad’, in these situations,
often refers to dysfunctional or
inappropriate form, function or
purpose of products. Designing
from a specific moral stance
might provide a way to design
the intentions more clearly into
the product. This way, ‘bad’
design becomes a perspective
and a judgment based on moral
stances rather than an ‘objective’
assessment of a product designed with specific intentions.
Nonetheless, more generally,
it might be that design tactics
proven successful in research as they lead to the production of
artefacts that trigger critical-reflective responses from its users
-, in reality, lead to poor designs
for everyday use. Especially
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when discussing such tactics
from the perspective of contemporary trends that motivate the
design of on-demand products,
and which tend to be multi-functional and readily available.
Through this, we believe that it
is possible to make some of the
moral intentions of design more
visible to users, to promote some
reflection and debate around existing moral habits, as long as we
ensure individuals have the freedom to work-around inscribed
moral stances as they see fit.

Conclusion and
towards RTD2019

To conclude, in this paper we
have reported on the design of
two alarm clocks which were motivated by an explicit moral stance
that clocks should facilitate sleep
and rest. The resulting design
process focused on developing
highly simplified artefacts with
limited functionalities that spoke
directly to this moral statement.
We experienced that this position
can lead to surprising design decisions, which helped users to reflect on their interactions with the
object and specifically on their
own beliefs about what is the right
or wrong thing to do. But, simultaneously, asks critical questions
what products should be like.
In a time where we are reflecting
increasingly on the ethics of technology (Verbeek, 2006a), the simple design tactic to base design
decisions on a predefined moral
stance can be more valuable than
its simplicity might predict.
At RTD 2019, we wish to continue
these conversations and debates
around the role of moralities in
Design, and how this relates to
wider debates around designer
responsibility and ethical professional practice. For the RTD 2019
exhibition, we will bring with us
an operating protoype of 7½, and
videos of both of the clocks in use.
We will aim to engender discussion prior to the room of interest
session by inviting a small num-

Figure 15. Weekend Alarm in the Living Room. Photo: Anne Spaa.

ber of attendees to take the role
of ‘design experts’, in the same
spirit as our participants in the
second study. We will also invite
one attendee to be a ‘temporary
owner’, and live with the device
for one week prior to the conference. At the room of interest, we
will provide a short contextualising presentation of the work,
but focus on creating an interactive segment where the invited
experts and temporary owner
discuss the designs, and reflect
on the wider issue of designing
around moral intentions. In doing
so, we hope to continue the development of this line of inquiry
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in RtD, and extend the narrative
of the discussion in the paper.
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